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Tweet
Just wondering, who shld rep our firm during this 1? --Angie or Larry?
RT @aianational: Do men and women design differently? #aiachat
Do men and women design differently? Join us & @stacybourneaia
for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at 2pm ET,
http://t.co/fVYnpugW
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
In! RT @aianational: If form follows function, why should gender be a
consideration? Let's chat 9/5 http://t.co/QQVbkgQK #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
#Gender and #Design Tweetchat (we'll ask the questions!) 9/5/12
from 2p-3:30p eastern) #aiachat http://t.co/oMIQbWON
RT @Sherrytrueself: #Gender and #Design Tweetchat (we'll ask the
questions!) 9/5/12 from 2p-3:30p eastern) #aiachat
http://t.co/oMIQbWON
RT @AIANational: If form follows function, why should gender be a
consideration? Let's chat about it Wed Sept 5 at 2pm ET, http://t.co/f
...
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat Wed 9/5 2pm ET
http://t.co/319Y8SnD
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
#aiachat folks any time to multi-task tomorrow? Stop by
#landscapechat, too & learn about @ACEMentorInc w/ @ENRnews.
What's ur topic?
RT @ValleyCrest: #aiachat folks any time to multi-task tomorrow?
Stop by #landscapechat, too & learn about @ACEMentorInc w/
@ENRnews ...
RT @rethinkwood: RT @AIANational: Do men and women design
differently? Join us & @StacyBourneAIA for this month's #aiachat,
tomorrow Wed...
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GlobalSitePlans

Join us on #builtheritage and #aiachat today.
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
RT @GlobalSitePlans: Join us on #builtheritage and #aiachat today.
RT @GlobalSitePlans: RT @rethinkwood: RT @AIANational: Do men
and women design differently? Join us & @StacyBourneAIA for this
month ...
the @TXArchitect new fireside chat 1st thought was of Roosevelt but
what if theres #FAIAChat? via @AIAAustin http://t.co/znqHEqaQ #
aiachat
Engaging topic today: Gender & design #aiachat @AIANational
http://t.co/XatjBLBY
RT @falloutstudio: the @TXArchitect new fireside chat 1st thought
was of Roosevelt but what if theres #FAIAChat? via @AIAAustin
http://t ...
RT @VOAArchitecture: Engaging topic today: Gender & design #
aiachat @AIANational http://t.co/XatjBLBY
We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on gender and design
with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are you joining us at
2pm ET?
RT @AIANational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are
you ...
RT @AIANational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are
you ...
RT @AIANational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are
you ...
RT @AIANational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are
you ...
RT @AIANational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are
you ...
@falloutstudio All is well and busy. Looking forward to seeing you at
today's #aiachat.
RT @valleycrest: #aiachat folks any time to multi-task tomorrow?
Stop by #landscapechat, too & learn about @ACEMentorInc w/
@ENRnews....
#aiachat on gender and design. We're having our own pre-chat here.
Who shld talk for firm today?--Larry or Angie? Speak soon.
#architecture
Angie *cheerful chant* RT @BrooksScarpa: #aiachat on gender and
design. We're having our own pre-chat here. Who shld talk for firm
today?...
RT @aianational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @StacyBourneAIA! http://t.co/rhsZ5TAz Are
you...
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GlobalSitePlans

Join us tonight on #aiachat and #builtheritage. #landscape,
#architecture, #urbanplanning.
HausmanLLC
RT @aianational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @StacyBourneAIA! http://t.co/n1T0Y0fe Are
you...
AIANational
Just 30 minutes 'til #aiachat. We're talking about gender and design
today, http://t.co/fVYnpugW Join us!
JNLpierce
RT @AIANational: Just 30 minutes 'til #aiachat. We're talking about
gender and design today, http://t.co/fVYnpugW Join us!
rvagreendrinks
RT @AIANational: Just 30 minutes 'til #aiachat. We're talking about
gender and design today, http://t.co/fVYnpugW Join us!
greenmodernkits RT @AIANational: Just 30 minutes 'til #aiachat. We're talking about
gender and design today, http://t.co/fVYnpugW Join us!
MITarchitecture
RT @AIANational: Just 30 minutes 'til #aiachat. We're talking about
gender and design today, http://t.co/fVYnpugW Join us!
ThincDesign
Do men and women design differently? #aiachat. Join the live Twitter
chat (2pm ET) http://t.co/XuLlN8kc
AIANational
RT @BrooksScarp: #aiachat on gender and design. Were having our
own prechat here. Who shld talk for firm today?--Larry or Angie?
Speak soon.
1diversitydiva
RT @ThincDesign: Do men and women design differently? #aiachat.
Join the live Twitter chat (2pm ET) http://t.co/ygyOAVuq #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @aianational: RT @BrooksScarp: #aiachat on gender and
design. Were having our own prechat here. Who shld talk for firm
today?--Larry...
AIANational
Ready for #aiachat? We certainly are! First: big THANKS to
@ReedConstrData for sponsoring today’s chat. We appreciate yr
support. #aiachat
AIANational
Our topic is gender and design. Who’s ready to chat? Introduce
yourself. And don’t forget to use the hashtag #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
Happy to be here representing Global Site Plans and our bloggers. #
aiachat
HenneberyEddy We are here and excited for this month's #aiachat!
Bibliobella
Maria here #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Aisha Densmore-Bey, from Boston. Hi everyone. #aiachat
FentressArch
Fentress Architects here. Fascinating subject for #aiachat
BrooksScarpa
Good morning from Ladera Heights, @AIANational and everyone
dropping in. We've been looking forward to this. #aiachat
ErmanEruz
Hey, Erman here #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@ermaneruz Glad to see that you are here! #aiachat
GlobalDivCollab Join us now for AIA's Gender & Design tweetchat hastag #aiachat
http://t.co/HIqpBbgl
HenneberyEddy Hennebery Eddy Architects, live from Portland Oregon #aiachat
AIANational
Glad to see both new & familiar ones. Welcome all! I’m @SybilWB,
SoMe director here at @AIANational. So glad to see everyone here.
#aiachat
AIANational
If you’ve been chatting with us for a while, you know the reminders . .
. #aiachat
arwilson87
RT @AIANational: Our topic is gender and design. Who’s ready to
chat? Introduce yourself. And don’t forget to use the hashtag #
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aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
Lynette & Monika from http://t.co/o9ODQzfV where we report on
removing barriers in design excited to talk about gender & design #
AIAChat
AIANational
Number your responses with the number corresponding to the
question, e.g., Q1. And to help everyone follow the chat, use the tag
#aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
Excited to discuss gender and #architecture. I am located in Istanbul,
Turkey, but our bloggers are from around the world. #aiachat
AIANational
Looking for archived chats? Bookmark http://t.co/fVYnpugW #aiachat
amandakhurley
Hello from DC! #aiachat
1diversitydiva
Sherry Snpes, Director Diversity tweeting from AIA national #aiachat
arwilson87
Ashley Wilson, Assoc. AIA, Manager of the Center for Emerging
Professionals here at @AIANational, checking in for #aiachat
AIANational
I’m thrilled that @StacyBourneAIA, principal architect of Bourne
Group in the USVI, is with us today. Stacy will be posting our Qs. #
aiachat
BrooksScarpa
@aianational @SybilWB ty for organizizing #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Join us now for AIA's Gender & Design tweetchat hastag #aiachat
jaimarq
Looking for archived chats? Bookmark http://t.co/yDp4KzFT #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Many thanks to everyone for wanting to engage in this months topic! #
aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Q1. Are there really gender differences in design? #aiachat
smartoolsllc
RT @StacyBourneAIA: Join us now for AIA's Gender & Design
tweetchat hastag #aiachat
tvsdesign
It's that time again! Join @AIANational for their #aiachat! Always a
great discussion
FentressArch
Q1. There are greater variations in design tastes between individuals
than between genders. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @StacyBourneAIA: Q1. Are there really gender differences in
design? #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @stacybourneaia: Q1. Are there really gender differences in
design? #aiachat
BrooksScarpa
We don't think there are gender differences in design, at all. We think
it's life experiences and personality that drive design. #aiachat
1diversitydiva
@AishaDBdesigner Hey Aisha! #aiachat
ErmanEruz
Q1 I believe the difference comes in how the designs of different
genders are perceived, rather than the designs themselves. #aiachat
1diversitydiva
RT @AishaDBdesigner: RT @StacyBourneAIA: Q1. Are there really
gender differences in design? #aiachat
archiwiz
Ooohh... Nearly missed #aiachat! #aiachat
FentressArch
Q1. Architecture is a team sport. No such thing as all-male/female
design teams anymore, thankfully. #aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat A1) Physical differences, focus, social education would lead
us to think there could be gender differences in arch. design styles.
amandakhurley
RT @BrooksScarpa: We don't think there are gender differences in
design, at all. We think it's life experiences and personality that dri ...
MelissaRDaniel
RT @StacyBourneAIA: Join us now for AIA's Gender & Design
tweetchat hastag #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @1diversitydiva Hey Sherry! :-) Glad to see you on #aiachat. #
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aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
A1 "Female architects are responsible for as wide a range of design
sensibilities as are their male counterparts" #aiachat
CannonDesign
A little late - but Cannon Design is here #aiachat
arwilson87
Q1: There's probably 2 ways to interpret this Q: Gender diff in design
process & product OR Gender diff in design needs of projects #
aiachat
tvsdesign
Q1. There are differences, but those differences make for beautiful
collaboration and perspective. #aiachat
1diversitydiva
A1. I recently heard an architect say that they think ZahaHadid is so
successful b/c she designs like a man... (i disagree, you?) #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@fentressarch And this is great because the outcome (hopefully) has
qualities that would have been missed by single-gender design. #
aiachat
HenneberyEddy A1. In the results - not really. In the process/thinking - most definitely.
#aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q1: Still pondering question. No politically correct way 2 answer.
Good design is good design, but I have seen diff. in approach. #
aiachat
HawkinsArch
Q1: Its not like i ever look at a design or completed project and say "
Oh I can totally tell a man/woman designed this"... #aiachat
archiwiz
Hello from Houston. @Parthenon1 @simplybrinn @DearPolia Are
you here? #aiachat
MelissaRDaniel
In theory "@FentressArch: Q1. Architecture is a team sport. No such
thing as all-male/female design teams anymore, thankfully. #aiachat"
FentressArch
@1diversitydiva Or she designs like a great architect. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @HawkinsArch very true... #aiachat
arwilson87
RT @FentressArch: Q1. Architecture is a team sport. No such thing
as all-male/female design teams anymore, thankfully. #aiachat
ErmanEruz
@FentressArch the teams are now made up of males and females,
thankfully, but "starchitects" are still generally male. #aiachat
BrooksScarpa
.@fentressarch Agreed. collaborative.design vision has 2 b carried
through 2 v end of project, sometimes yrs.Meaning men/women team
#aiachat
HawkinsArch
Q1 Every designer approached problems in their own unique way. I
do not think its gender specific. #aiachat
amandakhurley
.@1diversitydiva What does it mean to "design like a man/woman"? I
also disagree. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@1diversitydiva A little sad for the person who said that. Who says
that you have to be a man to be a successful designer? #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Great Discussion... Experiences, personality, design taste, teams...n
#aiachat
1diversitydiva
So true! RT @FentressArch: @1diversitydiva Or she designs like a
great architect. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @StacyBourneAIA: Great Discussion... Experiences, personality,
design taste, teams... #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Being a team oriented profession, do we still need women only
networks?n #aiachat
archiwiz
@1diversitydiva That's a weird analogy. Does male = design? Or, as I
think @BrooksScarpa said y/day, "doesn't form follow fxn?" #aiachat
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AFriendlyHouse

#aiachat As in legal prof. and gov't, the more viewpoints, the better.
Especially in the teaching of architecture.
altaca
@FentressArch - exactly what we have experienced over the years #
aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@hawkinsarch Love this answer! #aiachat Shouldn't we aim for
androgynous designs?
1diversitydiva
it was a woman that said it RT @GlobalSitePlans: @1diversitydiva A
little sad for the person who said that. #aiachat
archiwiz
I think saying that design is gender specific is merely another way of
"shoe-boxing" women. Sexism does nothing for us. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@ermaneruz Do think that is because of male-dominance in the field
or because women care less about being "starchitects?" #aiachat
reThinkWood
RT @tvsdesign: Its that time again! Join @AIANational for their #
aiachat! Always a great discussion #aiachat
HenneberyEddy Agree with @HawkinsArch, @BrooksScarpa, et al: every aspect of
one's life will influence how they design. Gender is no exception. #
aiachat
BrooksScarpa
#aiachat Q1 #Architecture has bcome more collaborative. In general,
women embrace collab. more. Therefore fostering rise of women
designers.
HawkinsArch
Q1: In reality our design should be more a reflection of our clients
desire along w/ our expertise. Not what we want to see/design. #
aiachat
archiwiz
@StacyBourneAIA Given the dearth of women in the profession, I say
we do. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@1diversitydiva Yikes. More sorry to hear that. But less sexist, I
guess? #aiachat
reThinkWood
RT @HenneberyEddy: Agree w/@HawkinsArch, @BrooksScarpa, et
al: every aspect of one's life will influence how they design. #aiachat
#aiachat
ErmanEruz
@GlobalSitePlans I don't think we can make a general statement that
men care more and women care less. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Q2. With the team perspective, do we still need women only
networks? Why? #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @GlobalSitePlans See I think that is a generalization too. Who says
that less women care about being "starchitects."? #aiachat
tvsdesign
RT @HawkinsArch: Q1: In reality our design should be more a
reflection of our clients desire along w/ our expertise. Not what we
want to ...
1diversitydiva
I think that person may have been "hatin" RT @GlobalSitePlans:
@1diversitydiva Yikes. More sorry 2 hear. But less sexist, I guess? #
aiachat
ErmanEruz
@GlobalSitePlans from what I hear from my professors who are at
the heart of these discussions, there is a male dominance. #aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @HawkinsArch: Q1: In reality our design should be more a
reflection of our clients desire along w/ our expertise. Not what we
want to ...
AishaDBdesigner @ErmanEruz Exactly! #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Q1. Are there really gender differences in design? #aiachat -1:08 PM
GlobalSitePlans
A1 I look forward to the time when we are no longer asking these
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questions. #aiachat
BrooksScarpa
.@StacyBourneAIA It's great when women support each other but
women don't have to be in margins and shldn't b. #aiachat
FentressArch
Q2. To focus on issues within AECON professions, certainly. There
are still disparities, sad to say. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@ermaneruz Then do you feel that women are just as competitive as
men? Caring wasn't the word, competition was. #aiachat
archiwiz
A2. There are different levels to the team perspective, & depending
on your level, you'll be looking to go up, or stay up. #aiachat
HawkinsArch
Q2: I dont see the need for it. But I am a man. I see a need for more
diversity in the profession itself and encourage it. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @BrooksScarpa: .@StacyBourneAIA Its great when women
support each other but women dont have to be in margins and shldnt
b. #aiachat
HenneberyEddy Q2: In any team, diversity of background, experience, and values is
critical to a successful outcome. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@aishadbdesigner Point taken. Do you think that women are as
competitive as men? #aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
HawkinsArch
Agreed. RT @globalsiteplans: A1 I look forward to the time when we
are no longer asking these questions. #aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat A2) W/O networks bolster confidence in what is still, as
noted, often a male profession. Can't say teams are always of equal
rank.
altaca
@BrooksScarpa #aiachat. our experience is not dissimilar to yours,
but we find that women collaborate more with women than with males
GlobalSitePlans
@ermaneruz So just a matter of mere numbers, statistical probability?
#aiachat
archiwiz
A2. Women only networks provide insight, especially if there are
women present at different levels in "the team." #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @stacybourneaia: Q2. With the team perspective, do we still
need women only networks? Why? #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @GlobalSitePlans Some women are just as competitive,even more
so. Cut throats. I think I agree it all goes back to the individual. #
aiachat
StacyBourneAIA RT @HenneberyEddy: Q2: In any team, diversity of background,
experience, and values is critical to a successful outcome. #aiachat
ARQUIRED
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
HawkinsArch
Q2: But I do not see need to establish all "anything" groups. That
seems counterproductive to me. It's great 2 support each other. #
aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @hawkinsarch: Agreed. RT @GlobalSitePlans: A1 I look forward
to the time when we are no longer asking these questions. #aiachat
1diversitydiva
some1 mentioned putting a gender lens on projects...just as one
might think about accessibility...oh yea, that's good design :-) #
aiachat
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archiwiz

A2. If W/O networks consist of only interns, and no senior partners, or
principals, how can said women grow within the profession? #aiachat
arwilson87
Q2: I think women-only networks create platform for support-like AIA
KnowledgeNet communities for architects in specific typologies #
aiachat
HawkinsArch
Yep! MT @aishadbdesigner: @GlobalSitePlans I think I agree it all
goes back to the individual. #aiachat
CannonDesign
I always thought Marion LaRue offered some strong insight regarding
this topic in this QandA - http://t.co/9VieruM5 #aiachat
archiwiz
Hear! Hear! RT @HenneberyEddy: Q2: In any team, diversity of
background, experience, & values is critical to a successful outcome.
#aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
A2 I like women-focused groups, in any marginalized field. It builds
confidence and networking is important. #aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @CannonDesign: I always thought Marion LaRue offered some
strong insight regarding this topic in this QandA http://t.co/Ddbgd7Jo #
Aiachat
ErmanEruz
RT @HawkinsArch: Yep! MT @aishadbdesigner: @GlobalSitePlans I
think I agree it all goes back to the individual. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA RT @arwilson87: Q2: I think women-only networks create platform for
support-like AIA KnowledgeNet communities for architects #aiachat
HawkinsArch
I think supporting & promoting women in architecture is great. I would
say they dont get the support they deserve at the moment. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@archiwiz Agreed. There needs to be diversity in roles and maturity
within the field. Mentors are great for professional growth. #aiachat
archiwiz
RT @AFriendlyHouse: A2) W/O networks bolster confidence in what
is, often a male profession. Cant say teams r always of equal rank. #
aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @StacyBourneAIA: RT @arwilson87: Q2: I think women-only
networks create platform for support-like AIA KnowledgeNet
communities for ar ...
MelissaRDaniel
RT @HawkinsArch: Q2: But I do not see need to establish all
"anything" groups. That seems counterproductive to me. It's great 2
support ...
HenneberyEddy @HawkinsArch Agree in theory but networks are about people who
can relate; they shouldn't be seen as excluding or counterproductive #
aiachat
archiwiz
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A2 I like women-focused groups, in any
marginalized field. It builds confidence and networking is important. #
aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
Older, but interesting article about women in #architecture. #aiachat
http://t.co/zahmTNk5
arwilson87
Q2: Esp when young women are not becoming licensed due to
growth of a family, etc. Sometimes success stories are inspirational! #
aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Q3. Do women have different leadership styles than men? How does
that translate into architecture? #aiachat
1diversitydiva
Check out recent Forbes blog http://t.co/By96dFG1 #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @HawkinsArch As long as the paradigm exists where firms expect
submission. Architecture will be hard 4 women+men who want
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families. #aiachat
Parthenon1
MRT @HawkinsArch: I think supportg & promotg women in
architecture is great; they dont get the support they deserve at the
moment. #Aiachat
1diversitydiva
Q2. Recent @Forbes blog on women's networks
http://t.co/By96dFG1 #aiachat
archiwiz
@GlobalSitePlans And the keyword there, "marginalized," says it all.
But many don't believe women #architects are marginalized. #aiachat
ARQUIRED
RT @StacyBourneAIA: RT @arwilson87: Q2: I think women-only
networks create platform for support-like AIA KnowledgeNet
communities for ar ...
GlobalSitePlans
RT @stacybourneaia: Q3. Do women have different leadership styles
than men? How does that translate into architecture? #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner A2: Women may need "support"/groups but so may some men who
find it hard to compete. If that is the culture (firm, school, etc.) #
aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Q3. Do women have different leadership styles than men? How does
that translate into architecture? #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@henneberyeddy I can see that. It just seems (to me) that it should
be about total integration of all into a cohesive team. #aiachat
FentressArch
Q3. Again, variations in style between individuals are greater than
between genders. #aiachat
ARQUIRED
RT @Parthenon1: RT @CannonDesign: I always thought Marion
LaRue offered some strong insight regarding this topic in this QandA
http://t. ...
amandakhurley
RT @archiwiz: A2. If W/O networks consist of only interns, and no
senior partners, or principals, how can said women grow within the
pro ...
SafeHarbourCdn RT @AIANational: Just 30 minutes 'til #aiachat. We're talking about
gender and design today, http://t.co/fVYnpugW Join us!
HawkinsArch
@aishadbdesigner I agree with that as a generalization. But I do not
run my firm that way. But I know that most do so. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
A3 "Female designers are careful listeners, collaborative designers,
and empathetic to needy clients" #aiachat http://t.co/m8Ae5d8W
AIANational
If you're just joining us, welcome! We're talking with
@StacyBourneAIA on gender and design. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@archiwiz Can any of us give examples of how women architects are
marginalized in this profession? <hi Nkonye! :)> #Aiachat
tvsdesign
Q3. There are always different styles of leadership, not good or bad,
just not the same. As long as the focus remain on the client. #aiachat
ms_brackett
RT @StacyBourneAIA: Join us now for AIA's Gender & Design
tweetchat hastag #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q3: I agree diff. is individual. But I will say when I have been
interviewed by women 4 jobs, they ask better questions. (cont...) #
aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@archiwiz And who are the they? #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA I agree that women do listen more as leaders, try to teach as we lead.
#aiachat
FentressArch
@GlobalSitePlans Really? I know many women who aren't, and many
men who are. #aiachat
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HawkinsArch

Agreed. Can't stereotype .RT @fentressarch: Q3. Again, variations in
style between individuals are greater than between genders. #aiachat
1diversitydiva
RT @AIANational: If youre just joining us, welcome! Were talking with
@StacyBourneAIA on gender and design. #aiachat
ICEShropshire
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A1 "Female architects are responsible for as
wide a range of design sensibilities as are their male counterparts" #
...
ms_brackett
Q1 @StacyBourneAIA absolutely #aiachat
HenneberyEddy A3: PEOPLE have different leadership styles. At HEA our male and
female firm leaders have a range of skills & styles #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Q3:...and by that I mean, they tend to go "deeper" with questions. Felt
that I was understood more as far as goals for career. #aiachat
arwilson87
RT @AIANational: If youre just joining us, welcome! Were talking with
@StacyBourneAIA on gender and design. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA Standard leadership skills are universal. How they are implemented
and supported makes the difference! #aiachat
amandakhurley
A2. In my interviews with women archs, some have said w/o networks
are good but wd be more powerful with more decision-makers #
aiachat
DOA3addict
RT @AIANational: Do men and women design differently? Join us &
@stacybourneaia for this month's #aiachat, tomorrow Wed 9/5 at
2pm E ...
Parthenon1
RT @HawkinsArch: Agreed. Cant stereotype RT @fentressarch:
Q3.variations in style between individuals are greater than b/w
genders. #Aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@fentressarch I was quoting from the page, not my opinion. Thoughts
about the article? #aiachat
HawkinsArch
Uhm... I think I am one of few (or the only) man in the chat today?
Which to me says something about the profession also. #aiachat
HailaASP
@AIANational #AIACHAT sorry we're late to the party
GlobalSitePlans
@aishadbdesigner The worst would be the cut-throat woman in a
women's group? Yes, the individual is the rule, not the gender. #
aiachat
1diversitydiva
*like* RT @HenneberyEddy: A3: PPL have different leadership styles.
At HEA male & female firm leaders have range of skills & styles #
aiachat
BrooksScarpa
We think what we should be talking about is how #architecture can
improve communities. Communities don't have a gender. #aiachat.
FentressArch
@amandakhurley Yes. As women have only come into the profession
in the last generation, there are fewer in positions of leadership. #
aiachat
FRANKCUNHAIII @HawkinsArch I'm here too #aiachat
AWArchitects
Tune into #aiachat right now for @AIANational chat on gender and
design #aec
ICEShropshire
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A3 "Female designers are careful listeners,
collaborative designers, and empathetic to needy clients" #aiachat
http ...
ICEShropshire
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A2 I like women-focused groups, in any
marginalized field. It builds confidence and networking is important. #
aiachat
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GlobalSitePlans
FRANKCUNHAIII

Thanks for Joining!! RT @HawkinsArch: Uhm... I think I am one of
few (or the only) man in the chat today? #aiachat
@HawkinsArch You may be right. Point to ponder. Either way,Thanks
for showing up!!! :-) #aiachat
A new study suggests men & women literally see the world differently:
http://t.co/v1JOuTrp cc: #aiachat
Yipee!! RT @frankcunhaiii: @HawkinsArch I'm here too #aiachat
@hawkinsarch Not many men interested in joining a gender chat,
huh? We're not here to man-bash. #aiachat
RT @HawkinsArch: Uhm...I think I am one of few (or the only) man n
the chat today? Which 2 me says something about the profession. #
aiachat
RT @BrooksScarpa: how #architecture can improve communities.
Communities dont have a gender. #aiachat. #aiachat
@HawkinsArch Perhaps your tweet has brought out a few more men
;) #aiachat
@altaca Have to say that we don't find that true. Men, women in our
firm collaborate w. others in dif fields all the time. #aiachat
Let me just leave this here: would we see more gender differences in
design if more women were clients? #aiachat
I have not benefited from groups such as the #WIA at all... Seems
only a few at the top are jockeying for power. #Aiachat
@brooksscarpa Communities are androgynous? #aiachat
I know some great female architects like @srkarchitect who do not
want to be defined by their gender. #aiachat
@BrooksScarpa Good topic for a future chat. Last month's chat was
"livable cities." Archive: http://t.co/MkcImYum #aiachat
Yay! RT @FRANKCUNHAIII: @HawkinsArch Im here too #aiachat
Q4. What is the best strategy to engage men in helping to balance
the scorecard and leveling the playing field? #aiachat
Check out current #aiachat via @AIANational, where #WUSTL
MArch/MUD alum @StacyBourneAIA is discussing gender & design
@srkarchitect #aiachat ....and they are #leaders in the field.
#architecture
RT @AIANational: We're in early and stoked for today's #aiachat on
gender and design with @stacybourneaia! http://t.co/fVYnpugW Are
you ...
RT @FentressArch: Let me just leave this here: would we see more
gender differences in design if more women were clients? <~Yes! #
Aiachat
@GlobalSitePlans The un-marginalized... #aiachat
Interesting fact: In 1900 there were 39 architectural program woman
graduates in the US. - Women have come A LONG WAY in this art #
aiachat
@StacyBourneAIA IMO, this kind of social engineering simply does
not work. #Aiachat
RT @FentressArch: Let me just leave this here: would we see more
gender differences in design if more women were clients? #aiachat
@archiwiz It was rhetorical. But, you put it well. #aiachat
It did @AIANational @HawkinsArch #AIACHAT & I'm so happy to be
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on board promoting the profession and diversity in the field of
Architecture.
Bravo_Mariela
RT @AIANational: If you're just joining us, welcome! We're talking
with @StacyBourneAIA on gender and design. #aiachat
HailaASP
@Parthenon1 @FentressArch #AIACHAT I think you'd also see a
change if there were more women in associated fields like
construction, MEP, etc
GlobalSitePlans
@hawkinsarch Just saying that some men might fear joining such a
chat because it may come across as "feminist?" Or be bored? #
aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @StacyBourneAIA: Q4. What is the best strategy to engage men
in helping to balance the scorecard and leveling the playing field? #
Aiachat
vivianvolz
@StacyBourneAIA Apparently not tweetchats... I think individual
women engage men in support/mentoring better than groups of
women. #AIAchat
ErmanEruz
Very well put. RT @FentressArch would we see more gender
differences in design if more women were clients? #aiachat
archiwiz
@Parthenon1 Getting less "important" work; Being left out of design
conversations; having our input brushed off, etc. #aiachat
altaca
#aiachat, I'm finding this an extremely complicated discussion, we
don't differentiate between architects, we don't expect Clients to either
FentressArch
@HailaASP @Parthenon1 Our female CEO has no problem putting
on a hard hat. #aiachat
archiwiz
Boom! RT @FentressArch: Let me just leave this here: would we see
more gender differences in design if more women were clients? #
aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
Glad to have a man, and one of the http://t.co/veSgs9I0 bloggers,
joining for today's gender and design chat. @ermaneruz #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Sad we are still dealing w/ "perception". I know a student who told his
father his prof. was a women and his father was concerned. #aiachat
HenneberyEddy q4. We need to engage/encourage ALL leaders in the profession to
value diversity in their offices and project teams. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @ermaneruz: Very well put. RT @FentressArch would we see
more gender differences in design if more women were clients? #
aiachat
bobborson
@HawkinsArch should I sit in for #aiachat ?
altaca
@Parthenon1 @StacyBourneAIA #aiachat there is no need to level if
their talent is equivalent.....
Parthenon1
MRT @altaca: #aiachat, extremely complicated discussion, we dont
differentiate between architects, we dont expect Clients to either #
Aiachat
AIANational
@bobborson Of course, you should ;) #aiachat
AIA_Media
I interact w/ numerous women architects as media sources and have
never considered their insights to be different b/c of gender #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @GlobalSitePlans Interesting point. Do we think women are more
likely to join male dominated groups than the reverse? #aiachat
LizaBouton
@AishaDBdesigner wow, I guess perception is powerful, it still seems
like women have to prove themselves. #AIAchat
GlobalSitePlans
@fentressarch Great! 2 and counting. #aiachat
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HawkinsArch

Well its getting close to wrapping up...late to the party as usual! RT
@bobborson: @HawkinsArch should I sit in for #aiachat ?
GlobalSitePlans
@hawkinsarch Good. :) #aiachat
HausmanLLC
Q4 I agree. It just takes time. RT @parthenon1: @StacyBourneAIA
IMO, this kind of social engineering simply does not work. #Aiachat
MelissaRDaniel
#aiachat Q4-my experience, most women don't believe there should
b acknowledgement of gender differences, can't change man if
woman agrees.
altaca
as a follow-on, we don't expect Clients to differentiate our people
either, gender has nothing to do with it, talent does........ #aiachat
bobborson
@HawkinsArch I was working and now I am eating a sandwich #
aiachat
1diversitydiva
how if they don't think it's a problem? RT @HenneberyEddy: q4. We
need 2 engage/encourage ALL leaders 2value diversity in offices #
aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
Agree. RT@HenneberyEddy Encourage ALL leaders in the
profession to value diversity in their offices & project teams. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner MT @MelissaRDaniel:most women dont believe there should b
acknowledgement of gender differences, cant change man if woman
agrees. #aiachat
archiwiz
MT @HausmanLLC:I agree. It just takes time. @parthenon1:
@StacyBourneAIA IMO, this kind of social engineering simply doesn't
work. #aiachat
FentressArch
@AishaDBdesigner @GlobalSitePlans I think women are more used
to having to fight for a place at the table than men are. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@aishadbdesigner Definitely believe that is the case. I think women
are more willing to explore male-dominated groups. #aiachat
HailaASP
@FentressArch @Parthenon1 #aiachat great to hear! recently the
pleasure of working with our first women construction project
manager.
Parthenon1
I enjoy #AIAChats, but this topic is really not very helpful. What
*should* we be talking about? #Aiachat
HailaASP
@HawkinsArch #aiachat dude here :)
MelissaRDaniel
of course. Women hate each other. "@AishaDBdesigner Do we think
women more likely to join male dominated groups than the reverse? #
aiachat"
GlobalSitePlans
@fentressarch Let's also consider the topic of male-dominated groups
compared to women-dominated groups? #aiachat Men fear being
feminine?
Parthenon1
RT @FentressArch: @AishaDBdesigner @GlobalSitePlans I think
women are more used to fighting for a place at the table than men
are. #Aiachat
HawkinsArch
Q4: From my perspective, the thing to do is act like the score is
balanced and the playing field level. I know that is not easy. #aiachat
HailaASP
#aiachat, gotta get back to work everyone, good chat
HenneberyEddy As a firm of 35 we are currently 48.5% female. Our team collaborates
to answer questions facing society as a whole. #aiachat
HenneberyEddy @1diversitydiva we should have said EDUCATE/engage/encourage.
You're right - leaders won't take action if they don't see a need #
aiachat
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FentressArch

@Parthenon1 Recently had a two hour discussion about whether
Pompidou Centre was truly postmodernist or merely late-modernist. #
aiachat
StacyBourneAIA @Parthenon1 Suggestions on additional discussion topics? #aiachat
HausmanLLC
But what does that have to do with architecture? MT @FentressArch
Let's also consider the topic of male-dominated groups... #aiachat
archiwiz
RT @FentressArch: @AishaDBdesigner @GlobalSitePlans I think
women r more used to having to fight for a place at the table than
men. #aiachat
FentressArch
@GlobalSitePlans Nah. Men just aren't used to it. We'll learn. #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @FentressArch Yes. Most definitely. But...playing devils advocate.
What about men in "women dominated" fields, like int. dsgn? #
aiachat
ErmanEruz
I see that this discussion involves a lot of generalizations. Do you
think it is the way to go? #aiachat
mitsap
RT @AIANational: If you're just joining us, welcome! We're talking
with @StacyBourneAIA on gender and design. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
So do we find it important to eliminate single-gender orientation in
architecture? Focus on androgynous #architecture? #aiachat
Parthenon1
:)RT @FentressArch: @Parthenon1 Recently had 2hr discussion abt
whether Pompidou Centre was postmodernist or merely
late-modernist. #Aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @ermaneruz: I see that this discussion involves a lot of
generalizations. Do you think it is the way to go? #aiachat
HawkinsArch
This #aiachat seems to have steered more towards women & their
"place" within the profession than to gender differences in design......
1diversitydiva
curious what would be helpful? MT @Parthenon1: I enjoy #AIAChats,
but this topic is really not very helpful. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @ErmanEruz No,but generalizations are a place to start. Most people
believe 'em. Have to start dismissing them 1st, takes a while. #
aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@aishadbdesigner Great point made! #aiachat
Parthenon1
What was the topic again? I forgot. Will fwd ideas... RT
@StacyBourneAIA: @Parthenon1 Suggestions on additional
discussion topics? #Aiachat
tvsdesign
Do you think gender plays a more important factor when pursuing
global clients? If so, does that factor into your approach? #aiachat
FentressArch
Gotta run. Thanks for a great convo, everyone. #aiachat
HawkinsArch
Not that this is a bad #aiachat Just not what i was expecting. I agree
w/ @ermanEruz too many generalizations here to be beneficial.
GlobalSitePlans
@hawkinsarch How do you think women design differently? It's in the
matter of approach? #aiachat
archiwiz
@HawkinsArch How would that help? (genuine question, no sarcasm
implied) #aiachat
1diversitydiva
does gender matter in design, I say yes - can you say Jeanne Gang #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner @HawkinsArch Yeah, but I think whenever there is a discussion
about gender diff. people will always go to perceptions, "place
MelissaRDaniel
It's about the workplace environment."@HausmanLLC: But what does
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that have to do with architecture? MT @FentressArch #aiachat"
StacyBourneAIA Understanding that gender doesnt matter..... #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
Unfortunately, I believe there is an expectation of product when a
woman or man is chosen for a design project. Your thoughts? #
aiachat
AFriendlyHouse
Subject still raw. RT @HawkinsArchn#aiachat has steered more
towards women & their place in the profession than to gender diff. in
design.
Parthenon1
RT @1diversitydiva: curious what would be helpful? MT
@Parthenon1: I enjoy #AIAChats, but this topic is really not very
helpful. #Aiachat
HawkinsArch
@aishadbdesigner I agree. Its bc it's a complicated subject. Everyone
is an individual. I am sure no one wants to be stereotyped. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA What matters..... Good design, listening to clients and contributing to
our communities #aiachat
1diversitydiva
aqua tower http://t.co/OzwNeFti RT @1diversitydiva: does gender
matter design, I say yes can U say Jeanne Gang #aiachat
Parthenon1
Can you please expound upon your point?... RT @1diversitydiva:
does gender matter in design, I say yes - can you say Jeanne Gang #
Aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
@fentressarch Good to hear. :) #aiachat
tvsdesign
@StacyBourneAIA But does it matter when working globally, where
gender is a factor as it relates to culture? #aiachat
archiwiz
@HawkinsArch I also think we reached that answer very early. It's not
a comfortable answer. #aiachat
GlobalSitePlans
RT @stacybourneaia: What matters..... Good design, listening to
clients and contributing to our communities #aiachat
ErmanEruz
RT @HawkinsArch: I agree. Its bc its a complicated subject.
Everyone is an individual. I am sure no one wants to be stereotyped.
#aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @StacyBourneAIA: What matters..... Good design, listening to
clients and contributing to our communities #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@archiwiz Which are you referring to? Sorry...
RT @archiwiz:
How would that help? (genuine question, no sarcasm implied) #
aiachat
tvsdesign
RT @StacyBourneAIA: What matters..... Good design, listening to
clients and contributing to our communities #aiachat
1diversitydiva
Yes, I think "her" perceptions and experiences contributed to
AquaTower RT @Parthenon1: Can you please expound upon your
point?... #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@globalsiteplans I think it is in the matter of importance possibly. &
approach. But each of those are still unique to each person. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA @tvsdesign Agreed! Depending on the global culture and global
economy! #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner RT @HawkinsArch: I agree. Its bc its a complicated subject. Everyone
is an individual. I am sure no one wants to be stereotyped. #aiachat
archiwiz
@HawkinsArch This - "... the thing 2 do is act like the score is
balanced & the playing field level. I know that's not easy." #aiachat
amandakhurley
RT @FentressArch: Let me just leave this here: would we see more
gender differences in design if more women were clients? #aiachat
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tvsdesign

RT @StacyBourneAIA: @tvsdesign Agreed! Depending on the global
culture and global economy! #aiachat
Parthenon1
I think it does, but what can we do about it? How does it matter? RT
@StacyBourneAIA: Understanding that gender doesnt matter..... #
Aiachat
archiwiz
@tvsdesign It depends. If we're pandering to cultures where women
are much more marginalized than elsewhere, probably. #aiachat
HenneberyEddy We need to run. Good chat all - looking forward to next month! Please
follow us if you're not already - we'd love to stay in touch. #aiachat
archiwiz
@tvsdesign But it is possible to have a non-homogeneous team that
is respectful of the client, while delivering results. #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@archiwiz I was just meaning to not have an "underdog" mentality.
And I know that is tough in this profession. (to be cont) #aiachat
caldst
#aiachat @SGArcht are you following today's chat? Gender &
Architecture. Quite lively so far.
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat Women arch. essential to communicate w/women in many
cultures., esp. those segregated by gender, even tho men are actual
clients,
GlobalSitePlans
What about uses? A woman designing a battered women's shelter
(i.e.). Would a man approach the design different? How .. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA @archiwiz non-homogeneous... as in diverse... #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@archiwiz But I have seen too many great women in Arch not assert
themselves and instill(?) the proper treatment. Hard to explain. #
aiachat
Parthenon1
It's a contentious subject in any setting, even in marriages. And we
are expecting to discuss it here...? Where to begin? #AIAchat #
Aiachat
AishaDBdesigner MT @HawkinsArch:I have seen too many great women in Arch not
assert thmslves and instill(?) the proper treatment. Hard to explain. #
aiachat
tvsdesign
Back to work! Great chat - be sure to follow us, so that we can all
keep in touch #aiachat | Until next time....
archiwiz
@GlobalSitePlans Great Q! This is why we can't say that gender
doesn't matter. However, experiences & world view trump gender
IMO. #aiachat
Parthenon1
RT @HawkinsArch I have seen too many great women in Arch not
assert themselves and instill(?) the proper treatment.Hard to explain.
#Aiachat
StacyBourneAIA @Parthenon1 Gender and design contentious? #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@archiwiz I also think it has great deal to do w/ workplace
environment & upper management. My firm is small and we are all
level! #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA RT @GlobalSitePlans: What about uses? A woman designing a
battered womens shelter. Would a man approach the design
different? How . #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Gotta run off to a meeting. But great #aiachat everyone. Hot
discussion says we still have more work to do as far as women in
arch. #aiachat
ParadigmGallery RT @Parthenon1: RT @HawkinsArch I have seen too many great
women in Arch not assert themselves and instill(?) the proper
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treatment.Hard ...
AFriendlyHouse
#aiachat Best justification for women arch. is public restrooms
designed by men, who whiz in & out (pun intended) while women wait
in lines.
1diversitydiva
great exmpl MT @GlobalSitePlans: What about uses? A woman
designing battered womens shelter /Would a man approach design
different? #aiachat
Parthenon1
Not necessarily. But talking about gender in the design profession RT
@StacyBourneAIA: @Parthenon1 Gender and design contentious? #
Aiachat
DavidZach
@Parthenon1 Next time this #aiachat should be with many bottles of
wine so we can break some bread to break some barriers of
conversation.
GlobalSitePlans
RT @afriendlyhouse: #aiachat Best justification for women arch. is
public restrooms designed by men, who whiz in & out (pun
intended)...
amandakhurley
Enjoyed the chat-pls read my article on women archs & women
clients in the next issue of Architect. Sure to fuel more conversation. #
aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Oh, yeah. An thanks to all the fellas that showed up to chat.
Especially @HawkinsArch. Really good comments! ;-) #aiachat
HawkinsArch
@aishadbdesigner Great chatting. #aiachat
AIANational
@AishaDBdesigner and @tvsdesign Sorry to hear you're leaving
early; thanks so much for joining us. #aiachat
Parthenon1
@DavidZach Amen :) #Aiachat
vivianvolz
@GlobalSitePlans Perception (would u seek design for women's
shelter fr man) & result (is woman's design for school4boys effective)
#aiachat
archiwiz
@HawkinsArch I agree. And given the social conditioning many
women (& men) recv, women asserting themselves doesn't go over
well. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA RT @amandakhurley: article on women archs & women clients in the
next issue of Architect. Sure to fuel more conversation. #aiachat
AishaDBdesigner Thanks Sybil, thanks Stacy. Bye Sherry! ;-) #aiachat
AIANational
@Parthenon1 Tara, think about gender nuances in the design
process, instead of women in design. #aiachat
altaca
@AishaDBdesigner Aisha, in my view you don't, as far as I can tell
(as a non-architect) gender has no impact, quality is the key #aiachat
vivianvolz
RT @DavidZach: @Parthenon1 Next time this #aiachat should be
with many bottles of wine so we can break some bread to break some
barriers ...
GlobalSitePlans
I think that women-centered purposes are not necessarily served well
by women-only designers. Perspectives matter. #aiachat
StacyBourneAIA @AishaDBdesigner Thanks for chatting! #aiachat
Parthenon1
MT @amandakhurley: Read my article on women archs & women
clients in the next issue of Architect. Sure to fuel more conversation. #
Aiachat
hardikpala
Enjoying two different chats tonight on my timeline. #kbtribechat & #
aiachat. Both are interesting. #Architects #Chat
Parthenon1
Thanks, got it!:D RT @AIANational: @Parthenon1 Tara, think about
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gender nuances in the design process, instead of women in design. #
Aiachat
@archiwiz Well I like it. I want everyone n my office to have a voice.
Try to hire those who will not be shy abt voicing opinions. #aiachat
RT @GlobalSitePlans: I think that women-centered purposes are not
necessarily served well by women-only designers. Perspectives
matter. ...
Time flies when you’re having fun. We’ve got about 10 more minutes
left. @StacyBourneAIA, can we squeeze in one more Q? #aiachat
#aiachat Q: design of refugee/IDP camps and mobile medical clinics?
(sorry I'm late, keep this for next time!)
Q5. Who are the top female architects?!!?? #aiachat
@vivianvolz @Parthenon1 @DavidZach And possibly, some heads.
*evilgrin* :D #aiachat
RT @stacybourneaia: Q5. Who are the top female architects?!!?? #
aiachat
Thx! Glad u thought so! MT @aishadbdesigner: thanks 2 all fellas that
showed up. Esp @HawkinsArch. Really good comments! ;-) #
aiachat
All shameless plugs welcome!! RT @StacyBourneAIA: Q5. Who are
the top female architects?!!?? #aiachat
Time to go. Good chatting with everyone. Will come back to the
conversation later. #aiachat
A5 Here is one opinion I found. http://t.co/2WqVfzvu #aiachat
This goes back to gender, not design per se... Not many! Lack
support RT @StacyBourneAIA: Q5. Who are the top female
architects?!!? #Aiachat
@Parthenon1 Bye Tara... :) #aiachat
MT @DavidZach: @Parthenon1 Next time this #aiachat should b
w/many bottles of wine so we can break bread 2 break barriers of
convo #aiachat
@archiwiz @vivianvolz @Parthenon1 See! Finally the conversation is
getting interesting and honest! #aiachat en vino veritas
RT @GlobalSitePlans: I think that women-centered purposes are not
necessarily served well by women-only designers. Perspectives
matter. ...
A5 Majority of top women architects are husband/wife teams? True or
False? #aiachat http://t.co/Yo5iEqIu
@HawkinsArch Your approach sounds excellent. Where everyone's
opinion matters, playing field IS level. Voice lessons!? @archiwiz #
aiachat
RT @DavidZach: @archiwiz @vivianvolz @Parthenon1 See! Finally
the conversation is getting interestg,honest! #aiachat enVino veritas #
Aiachat
Yes! RT @GlobalSitePlans: A5 Majority of top women architects are
husband/wife teams? True or False? #aiachat http://t.co/OYjAw5px #
Aiachat
We've reached the end of our chat with @StacyBourneAIA. But you
can keep the convo going on your own. #aiachat
@StacyBourneAIA Thanks so much for hosting today’s chat. And
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HawkinsArch
DearPolia

@ReedConstrData, thanks again for sponsoring the chat. You rock! #
aiachat
Behind every great architect is a great spouse ( or absence of one)
and even greater parents...? #Aiachat
#aiachat A5) Zaha Hadid, Maya Linn and (not for her designs so
much as for her philosophy and writings) Sarah Suzanka.
Thanks for participating!! #aiachat
And thanks to all who took part in today’s chat. Hope you met some
new colleagues today. #aiachat
Sad to end. RT @AIANational: Weve reached the end of our chat with
@StacyBourneAIA. But you can keep the convo going on your own.
#Aiachat
Thank you for all your contributions today. Looking forward to
speaking again soon. Feel free to follow me and our blogging team. #
aiachat
A5 NOrma Sklarek, Beverly Willis, Suman Sorg... #aiachat
And a personal plug ... We're seeking #architecture, #urbanplanning
bloggers. Apply by Sept. 21. http://t.co/kdPiWPHx #aiachat
@vivianvolz I think when everyone has input it creates better design.
All aspects of each individual can evolve into great things. #aiachat
@parthenon1 Does this have to do with parenting responsibilities and
life/work balance? #aiachat
Please also join the AIA Women in Architecture Knowledge Net
community to get connected and continue the dialogue!!! #aiachat
#aiachat Another good chat. The topic was challenging but
necessary. Thanks for letting us join in.
Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when we’ll chat with our
friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
RT @aianational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
@HawkinsArch I like your thinking. Nice to "meet" you today! #
AIAchat
@vivianvolz Great point. Notice how each offer design in a "public"
sphere. Social. S. Are these traditionally women-focused areas? #
aiachat
RT @StacyBourneAIA: join the AIA Women in Architecture
KnowledgeNet community to connected & cont. 2 dialogue!
http://t.co/FtEPmgVf #aiachat
@ermaneruz Thank you for representing @GlobalSitePlans on #
aiachat today.
Interesting #aiachat today. Thx to all the ladies out there for letting
me crash! ;-)
RT @hawkinsarch: Interesting #aiachat today. Thx to all the ladies
out there for letting me crash! ;-)
Stats for today's #aiachat via @Hashtracking || http://t.co/pS5OnZ3X
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A3 "Female designers are careful listeners,
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collaborative designers, and empathetic to needy clients" #aiachat
http ...
RT @hawkinsarch: Stats for today's #aiachat via @hashtracking ||
http://t.co/4VxeEMCv
@vivianvolz Ditto! Great to "tweet meet" you too! Thanks for joining.
And asking questions! #aiachat
@hawkinsarch Not crashing, contributing! You made #aiachat better
with your perspective.
@globalsiteplans #aiachat That would be a good gender-in-design
follow-up. Too complicated for today - I've gotta get back to work!
RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #Aiachat
#gratitude RT @vivianvolz: @HawkinsArch Not crashing,
contributing! You made #aiachat better with your perspective.
#aiachat Today was all about women in architecture. Where are the
women architects?
RT @vivianvolz: @GlobalSitePlans #aiachat That would be a good
gender-in-design follow-up. Too complicated for today - I've gotta
get...
MT @vivianvolz: @globalsiteplans #aiachat That would be a good
gender-in-design follow-up. Too complicated for today - ... #Aiachat
Good question. RT @stephanistone: #aiachat Today was all about
women in architecture. Where are the women architects? #Aiachat
RT @GlobalSitePlans: A5 Majority of top women architects are
husband/wife teams? True or False? #aiachat http://t.co/Yo5iEqIu
RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
RT @HenneberyEddy: @1diversitydiva we should have said
EDUCATE/engage/encourage. You're right - leaders won't take action
if they don't ...
RT @amandakhurley: Enjoyed the chat-pls read my article on women
archs & women clients in the next issue of Architect. Sure to fuel ...
RT @HawkinsArch: Stats for today's #aiachat via @Hashtracking ||
http://t.co/pS5OnZ3X
RT @amandakhurley: A2. In my interviews with women archs, some
have said w/o networks are good but wd be more powerful with more
decisio ...
Can't believe I missed today's #aiachat! Especially as a woman
partner in our architecture firm. Oh well. Next time. @AIANational
RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
@GlobalSitePlans @arwilson87 @Parthenon1 @1diversitydiva
@AIANational and all other #aiachat -ers, we're excited for next
month!
RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at 2pm ET, when
we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then? #aiachat
@BrooksScarpa Thanks for taking time for #aiachat today. Hope
you're making some great connections online.
RT @arwilson87: RT @AIANational: Join us next time, Wed Oct. 3 at
2pm ET, when we’ll chat with our friends at @pubarch. See ya’ then?
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#a ...
RT @pubarch: @GlobalSitePlans @arwilson87 @Parthenon1
@1diversitydiva @AIANational and all other #aiachat -ers, we're
excited for next m ...
processo > resultado “@HenneberyEddy: A1. In the results - not
really. In the process/thinking - most definitely. #aiachat”
RT @HenneberyEddy: Q2: In any team, diversity of background,
experience, and values is critical to a successful outcome. #aiachat

